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T he expedition left Delhi aboard the Rajdhani Express on 18
September 1999 for NE India, waved off by the President of the IMF,

Dr Gill, who also happens to be the Chief Election Officer for India and
therefore India's top civil servant. Thanks to him we had permission from
all quarters - Ministry of Defence, local army and the Home Ministry - to
make the first ever non-Indian visit to the mountains of central Arunachal
Pradesh. Without his wholehearted support and connections, particularly
with the Home Ministry, the expedition would not have been possible.

Although we foreigners were Greg Child from Australia and only myself
from Britain, we were classed as a joint Indo-British team. The Indian
members were Akhil Sarpu, into tea production, and myoid friend Balwant
Sandhu. It was Balwant who kept up the momentum for this expedition 
a brave commitment I realised later. He had already, at my request, gone
out to Arunachal on two reconnaissance sorties. In due course we were all
to find that we had strayed into an environment where we did not belong,
and suffered accordingly.

After passing the mangled and already rusting wreckage of a previous
Rajdhani Express, near New Jalpaiguri, in which 600 people had died, we
arrived at Guwahati in the wet lush green state of Assam. Akhill was there
to meet us and accommodate the expedition in his company house. He
was 32 years old and a big man at 15 stone, but fit from having lately played
rugby for India.

We left for Itanagar, the capital of Arunachal Pradesh, on 21 September
by a bus now full of final food purchases, all the equipment and our high
altitude Sherpas from Darjeeling: Pasang Futar Sherpa, Phurba Sherpa,
Thukpa Tshering and Dorji Sherpa. En route Balwant cleared the first
bureaucratic hurdle after consultations with the army HQ for NE India at
Tezpur. Despite intense pre-expedition planning, Balwant forecast problems
ahead. The army had mixed us up with a local military expedition to the
eastern Arunachal mountains of Gorichen and had not fully briefed their
local army commanders ahead. The most serious practical problem to
confront us, apart from bureaucratic interest in our 'ground-breaking' visit,
would be the shortage of porters due to the recent decision of the Indian
government to call national elections. Electioneering was already taking
place in some states, staggered throughout the nation. Unfortunately for
us, elections would take place in Arunachal exactly when we planned to
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leave for the mountains. All available porters would be taken up with
carrying election boxes and official baggage to remote villages.

We were, however, encouraged by the positive reaction to our plans of
P M Nair, Chief Secretary of Arunachal Pradesh, and his Transport
Secretary who both worked upon the idea of making a helicopter available
to transport gear and maybe some of the team from the most important
town in the region, Ziro, to the smaller administrative village of Sarli, thus
saving two days on jeep track and two days walking. We continued our
journey into forbidden Arunachal Pradesh.

Our excitement at climbing up onto the Apatani plateau - the heart of
the region - was tempered on meeting, at Keming, the Commander of the
9th Assam Rifles, a paramilitary force attached to the Home Ministry. The
scowling Colonel insisted that a detachment of soldiers, plus a radio operator
and necessary porters, should accompany the Liaison Officer and ourselves
to base camp. The Colonel was unable to answer the basic problem of how
we were to obtain porters to accommodate this extra burden.

We continued up out of the mist onto the plateau and paddy fields bathed
in moonlight and drove through Ziro and its surrounding villages to our
lodgings at a government rest house where we retired under our mosquito
nets at midnight. Early next morning we were collected by Sanjay Phukan
of the Development Office and taken to see the DC Keshav Chandra, a
young, intelligent bright-eyed young man of 28 who proved to be decisive
and sympathetic to our plight. He agreed to the helicopter support and we
worked out a schedule of portering to enable the porters to cast their vote
his main concern.

Greg and I were to spend four frustrating days on the Apatani Plateau.
The Apatani people and the place were some compensation for being
ordered off the helicopter after it had been loaded up, and a few minutes
from take-off. The pilot had received a chitty - 'no foreigners allowed on
the helicopter'. This had originated from the military.

Balwant had frequently telephoned the top brass at the Indian Army
Eastern Command. As a retired colonel of the Parachute Regiment he had
the extra army personnel reduced to just two radio operators. Now,
mysteriously, others had pulled strings in the opposite direction.

Akhill and Balwant left with the equipment. Our Liaison Officer, Lt Raj
Kumar Singh, who had turned up at Ziro two days ago, Greg and myself
waved goodbye from the tarmac. Greg took this badly, declaring: 'I'm outta
here.' I persuaded him otherwise, and the next day, with the help of the
DC, we drove for two days in torrential rain with the radio operators in the
official DC's jeep on very rough rain tracks and roads to the head town of
Kloriang. At least we were at the start of the trek-in, despite one last effort
by the Assam Rifles' Colonel to delay our departure by insisting we had
two soldiers to protect the radio operators, when he knew our jeep was
already over-full and no other was available. The DC had persuaded him
to drop this requirement.
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On 29 September we were given enough porters by the Subdivisional
Officer, G L Roy, to manage our four light loads for the two-day walk to
join up with Balwant and Akhil, now at Sarli. We walked up to the
Administration Bungalow, with the Liaison Officer limping alongside
having twisted his ankle. Mr Roy and the villagers we spoke to said we
were the first foreigners ever to come here. Mr Roy gave us the cheery news
that people were dying of cholera up the valley, and that a villager had
been killed by a bite from a poisonous snake the previous night. His final
advice was not to antagonise the jungle natives or they would cut us to
pieces with their machetes, but then he mused we would probably not find
any more porters so we could not proceed far anyway. I told him we could
always wait for the election to finish. He said even if they were free to
carry, the Indian Government provides so much subsidy to the villagers
that they do not need extra money from carrying loads. This was eminently
sensible but our prospects of even reaching base camp, two weeks away,
now seemed remote.

The Jungle Journey
Every day saw torrential rain. On 29 September we left Kloriang, reaching
Boweng in nine hours, lathered in perspiration, bitten by dim dim flies and
leeches and cut from jungle thorns. Next day we trekked six hours to Sarli
and met Balwant and Akhill who had been busy pushing gear up the valley
with a small band of porters, working in relays. There we stayed for two
days, as everyone was now preoccupied with the elections. The time was
used trying to obtain more porters, organise the building of bamboo bridges
and ladders up the jungle-clad Kurung river valley as well as touring around
the fascinating Nishi homesteads. 4 October: Sarli - Palo (hamlet). Eight
hours. 5 October: Palo - Mille (1550m). Four hours. This was the last
permanent settlement. We stayed in a long house of bamboo set on stilts
lO-15ft high where pigs and chickens scratched around for human waste
dropped through the split cane floor. The men had up to four wives, each
with her own fire place and collection of children screened off from each
other.

On 7 October we trekked for nine hours from Mille to Wati (1 890m). So
far the path had never been anything like as good as those in Nepal. From
now on, the path became indistinct. They do not move animals up the
valley so the path is only trodden by the barefoot Nishi people treading
nimbly and leaving hardly a trace. Rather than zigzag, they prefer to put up
log ladders against steep rock steps, tied with bamboo strips, or to pull up
creepers. The old ladders were fragile, jungle-rotted and frequently broken,
especially when Akhill was on them.

8 October: Wati - Bibi (1830m). Eight hours. 9 October: Bibi - Watung.
Eight hours. Because of the acute shortage of porters Balwant, the Liaison
Officer and the two radio operators had to remain at Bibi until more porters
came from down the valley. The going got more difficult. We rarely saw
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the grey sky through the jungle green. There were huge drops to the Kurung
river thundering down below. It was never possible to walk more than 15
paces without fear of tripping and slipping on the greasy boulders, mud
and tangle of roots, ferns and creepers.

10 October: Watung - Semai: (2490m). Five hours. We recrossed the
Kurung to camp under a rock overhang.

11 - 12 October: Semai. There were insufficient porters to move on, as
some had disappeared and others had gone to relay gear left with Balwant.

13 October: Semai - Pi Chu -Bakar. Eight hours. It was another hard day
of constant effort and concentration as though we were already on the climb.
We recrossed the Kurung by a very rickety net of creepers and bamboo and
began to meet rhododendrons and conifers.

14 October: Bakar - Kowachvi (3620m). Nine hours. Again we crossed
back over the Kurung, at a gorge 150ft deep and so narrow it was possible
to span it with 20ft logs. Greg now had blood poisoning from an infected
cut in his leg. Pasang came down with malarial fever.

15 October: Kowachvi - Dolayang (3730m). Today we came out of the
now alpine forest and into open pasture upon which the sun shone for the
first time in days. We decided this would be base camp. Unfortunately, I
had slipped off the trail earlier and torn a ligament in my knee. Thukpa
Sherpa also now had high fever, probably malarial, like Pasang. They both
retired early, as did Greg, whose fever was at its height. We retained three
of the younger Nishi, who seemed children - probably between 13 and 18
years old. The others went down to bring up the rest of our group.

16 October: Dolayang (Base Camp) until 24 October. During this time
we tried to recce the mountain above. Occasionally there were clear periods
when we could see the snow-clad peaks of the Indo-Tibetan border. Takpa
Shiri (6655m), directly above base camp, was the only named peak. Base
Camp was on the bend of the Kurung where it swings west to its source. It
was in that direction that the most attractive unnamed peaks were situated
beyond the Mukhpa La, and between 6000m and 6800m all the way to
Nyegy Kangtang (6983m) in the south-west.

During this period we heard that Balwant was suffering from typhoid at
Semai; Akhill, whose wife was expecting their first child, had run out of
time from his job; and I dislocated my big toe while hopping over a stream
with my damaged knee. Greg decided to pull out with Akhill, and Pasang
went down, completely debilitated from malaria and suffering from extreme
high temperature. On 24 October the Liaison Officer arranged for a
helicopter to take me out, and en route to collect Balwant, now totally
emaciated from typhoid fever. We were flown to Din Jan Military Hospital
in Assam, near Dibrugarh.

On 29 October we left by train and plane for Delhi. I arrived home on
8 November wondering if I should go back to Arunachal Pradesh.

We would not have made the eighteen-day journey through the jungle to
the peaks on the Indo-Tibetan border without the help of the indigenous
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Nishi tribesmen. We would not have managed a week on our own. As it
was, we suffered typhoid, malaria, blood poisoning, torn tendons and
festering sores from leeches and dim dim flies as well as a degree of
despondency and helplessness not experienced on any other expedition.

Meanwhile, the Nishi, totally adapted to living on steep mountain sides
covered in dense jungle washed by incessant rain, displayed all the attributes
and energy of real mountaineers. They used, to ingenious effect, the jungle
cane and creeper to bridge torrential side streams and the thunderous
Kurung River. They were physically very strong, with exceptional balance,
moving over the most precarious terrain with grace and an economy of
effort that allowed them to cover in a day, barefoot and laden, what would
take incomers four or five long exhausting days without a load.

One young man came up to base camp with a letter Balwant had written
between bouts of fever, four days away down in the jungle. By the time I
realised that the letter had been written that same morning and that I should
really show more appreciation, the 'postman' had gone, melting back into
the green. Not only were these people modest they were also honest. Not a
single item of gear was missing despite it being scattered along 150 miles of
jungle track awaiting relays of porters to move it up to base camp.

Each evening, usually after dark, we would reach camp wet and exhausted
only to find that the natives, before attending to their own needs, had our
fue going with ample dead wet wood drying on a rack alongside; they had
mled our water butt with fresh spring water, made a frame for our tarpaulins
and cut back vegetation to make a flat area for us to sleep on. And all this
after carrying a heavy and sometimes awkward load through the tangle of
root and mud, creeper and thorn bush, across innumerable side streams by
slippery logs or slimy boulders.

Throughout this ordeal they remained stoically indifferent to the
horrendous and often dangerous conditions of travel, where the slippery
slope fell away towards monster cliffs above the Kurung River in full flood.
Not only were the Nishi kind and generous in taking good care of totally
inept strangers, they were also warm and spontaneous, producing laughter
and amusement at every opportunity.

My lasting impression is of them as professional mountaineers. Small
bands of hunters would suddenly materialise en route or in camp and vanish,
before we could organise a photograph of them wearing thick homespun
mosquito-proof jackets, carrying a lightly woven, snug-fitting bamboo
rucksack and a woven bamboo sou'wester-shaped hat that overlapped a
cape of animal fur. Across one shoulder hung their sword (dao) and on the
other a bow and quiver full of arrows. Strong bare legs and feet bleeding
from leech bites - and off they went with only rice and tobacco and wildlife
they could shoot or trap on their journeys, sometimes lasting a month
beyond their jungle village.

The Nishi seemed brilliant at living their entire lives on a 'slant,' as Verrier
Elwin put it, summing them up thus:
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A belief in the importance of truth, a hardness of moral and physical
fibre, courage before impossible living conditions, the love of adventure
and exploration, a fresh, candid simple attitude to life's problems are
among the other qualities that the [Nishi] people have to give the
world.

Time with the Nishi gives a snapshot of how, presumably, all our ancestors
once were and for 120,000 years or so - a long time to have had the basic
instinct of compassion for others.



Ila. Takpa Shiri (6885m), Arunachal Pradesh, in five minutes of clear weather.
(Greg Child) (P59)

lib. One of the Apatani people. (Greg Child) (P59)



12a. An Apatani woman. The facial dis
figurements and tattoos are designed
to prevent rival tribes stealing Apatani
women. (Greg Child) (PS9)

12b. A Nishi porter, near the village of
Bakar, Arunachal Pradesh.
(Greg Child) (PS9)

12e. Doug Scott crossing a river near Mille. (Greg Child) (PS9)
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